Introduction

19
In quantum mechanics, Bell-type inequalities are tested by conducting a series of joint 20 measurements over a common source of emitted particles. For example, the CHSH protocol [1] 21 contains a cycle of four paired observations, such as (A,B), (B,C), (C,D), and (D,A). It seems 22 reasonable to assume that all of these measurements study the same input population. Therefore, 23 their outcomes should be described as combinations of four random variables sampling a unique 24 hidden variable "λ". Unfortunately, this interpretation does not work in quantum mechanics, at least 25 in the case of non-commuting variables, because Bell-type inequalities are consistently violated [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
26
Instead, it is more accurate to suggest that joint measurement (A,B) samples the hidden variable "λ1", 27 joint measurement (B,C) samples the hidden variable "λ2", and so on. In other words, we are forced 28 to assume that every joint measurement is performed over a different population [8] , even though 29 the same physical source of quanta is employed and all the precautions are taken to avoid selection 30 bias. How is this possible?
31
There are two known ways to produce observables in violation of Bell's inequality. Yet, both of 32 them appear problematic for quantum behavior. On the one hand, it is possible to sample different 33 populations because of some unsuspected filtering process. For instance, consider a public survey in 34 which questions A and B are answered only by men, while questions B and C are answered only by observable implication?) Here we present a new paradox that brings out the key nuances of these 48 concepts and, more importantly, opens up the possibility of experimental verification. As will be 49 shown below, coincidence experiments with four-quantum entanglement should be able to expose 50 the true source of Bell violations. Therefore, it might be possible to determine, once and for all, if 51 quantum behavior is local or non-local. 
61
There is an obvious contradiction between these three sets of coincidences. If all the cotton shirts 62 are white and all the white shirts are short-sleeved, then all the cotton shirts should be short-sleeved.
63
The three correlations could not have been registered in the same population. At least one of the three 64 joint measurements must have taken place in a different context. It is precisely this sort of 65 incompatibility that leads to violations of Bell-type inequalities. Moreover, this conclusion would 66 follow even if only some shirts (rather than all of them) were found to have contradictory properties. 
76
Every variable is part of two combinations, therefore it must be measured twice. This nuance is 77 often overlooked, because Bell experiments are usually performed with two-quantum entanglement.
78
In this sort of settings, it is only possible to measure two properties at a time. This limitation forces 79 the observers to repeat every measurement, making it seem as if this extra step is just a technicality.
80
If quantum mechanics predicts a certain type of correlations, shouldn't it be the same in every similar 81 measurement? This is a very important question to ask, because the process of entanglement is not 
159
The puzzle of four-quantum entanglement can have a physically sound solution, if it has a 160 logical solution. So, we have to inquire: what kind of configuration would make the contradictions 161 go away? It has to be true that pair-wise detection violates Bell-type inequalities. It must also be true 162 that quadruple detection does not violate the same inequalities, in identical experimental settings. Is 163 it possible for both of these processes to take place at the same time, if we are free to make any 164 convenient assumption? Firstly, suppose that the number of double coincidences is equal to the 165 number of quadruple coincidences (meaning that all the quanta are detected in ideal experiments).
166
In this case, it is impossible for both outcomes to be true. Either Bell-type inequalities are violated, or 167 not. The paradox stands. Secondly, suppose that the number of quadruple coincidences is larger than 168 the number of double coincidences. This hypothesis must be dismissed as unsound, because 169 quadruple coincidences also include double coincidences. Finally, consider the possibility that 170 double coincidences outnumber quadruple coincidences. In this case, the paradox vanishes. We can 171 envision an experiment in which a minority of quantum sets produce four coincident events, but 172 most of them produce only two. Bell-type inequalities cannot be violated by the subgroup of quanta 173 that generate quadruple detections. However, every pairwise coincidence (above the four-event 174 threshold) is free from this constraint. If every type of pairwise coincidence belongs to a well-defined 175 slice of the input group of sampled entities, then they can have stable coefficients of correlation.
176
Therefore, Bell-type inequalities can be violated, because the underlying populations are different for 177 each combination of measurements.
178
For clarity, quantum experiments are often designed to reveal information about individual 179 modes of propagation from multi-mode input beams. Four-quantum entanglement would be 180 paradox-free if its variables were also defined as properties of wave-function components, without 181 representing the full spectrum of a wave-function. In particular, one could assume that measurement alter the subset of detectable quanta. Hence, all the members of an entangled four-quantum set 184 should be detectable if measured in the same way. In contrast, if every quantum is measured in a 185 different way, then some members from each group should be likely to miss their detectors, 186 depending on the input component that they represent. For example, some sets might generate 187 coincidences for A and B, but not for C and D; others for B and C only, and so on. In process terms, 188 some sets might generate only one detection event or none, others might generate two or three 189 coincident events, and only a minority would generate quadruple detections (Fig. 1B) . The formalism 190 of quantum mechanics would be entirely self-consistent, if it could predict all of these rates of
